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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MS17-0460 
CASE NAME: BTC / ONEX USA (ALPINE PARK) INC.  VS.  DALE HOTTEN 
HEARING ON U.D. MOTION TO VACATE DEFAULT & DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
FILED BY DALE HOTTEN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendant’s motion to vacate his default and the corresponding default judgment is 
granted.  Plaintiff shall immediately instruct the County Sheriff not to evict defendant pending 
the entry of a new judgment for possession. 
 
  Defendant shall file a responsive pleading on or before October 16, 2017.  This is a 
fixed date, and is not contingent on any notice of the Court’s ruling.  If defendant does not file 
a responsive pleading on or before October 16, plaintiff may take defendant’s default on 
October 17.  The Court will conduct a trial setting conference on October 30, 2017, at 9:00 a.m.. 
in Department 9. 
 
 The basis for this ruling is as follows. 
 
 On August 23, 2017, the Court denied defendant’s motion to quash.  The Court’s order 
provided as follows: “Defendant’s answer is due 5 days from notice of entry of this order.” 
 
 Plaintiff served a notice of entry of order on August 28, 2017.  The fifth day after 
August 28 was Saturday September 2, and Monday September 4 was a court holiday.  
Accordingly, defendant should have had through Tuesday September 5 to file a responsive 
pleading.  The default entered on August 31 is void on its face, and must be vacated regardless 
of (1) any showing of excusable neglect or (2) any extension for service by mail. 
 
 The Court notes that, while defendant did file a writ with the appellate department, the 
writ was denied and the writ proceeding was concluded by judgment on September 14, 2017.  
(See, APCMSN17-1678 - BTC/ONEX USA v. HOTTEN.)  There is currently no stay or other 
impediment to the prompt trial of this action.  
 
 Defendant should not interpret the favorable ruling on this motion as an endorsement of 
defendant’s position on the merits of the parties’ dispute.  Defendant filed what was apparently a 
meritless motion to quash, and in his motion to set aside default he has not suggested that he 
has any substantive defense to plaintiff’s complaint.  Defendant is admonished that he should 
bear in mind the duty imposed on all parties by section 128.7 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 
subdivisions (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3). 
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 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC07-02765 
CASE NAME: JUANITA WILSON VS. WILLIAM TAISLER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO MODIFY & SET ASIDE ASSIGNMENT OF ORDER 
FILED BY SKANSKA-SHIMMICK-HERZOG 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

The Court originally held a hearing on this matter on August 16, 2017. The tentative 

ruling stated that “Code of Civil Procedure section 706.020 provides that, with one exception not 

applicable here, the Wage Garnishment Law is the exclusive judicial method for compelling an 

employer to withhold earnings. Plaintiff’s original motion for an assignment order was granted as 

unopposed, however, upon further review the Court finds that Plaintiff’s motion for an 

assignment order of Defendant’s wages was in violation of section 706.020 [and] the motion 

should not have granted.” The Court remains convinced that these are correct statements of the 

law and that the assignment order should not have been issued.  

The question before this Court is whether the Court may, on its own motion, set aside a 

postjudgment assignment order that the Court has concluded was improperly issued as the 

order was not permitted by state law. The Court ordered supplemental briefing on the question 

of whether the Court had the power to set aside the assignment order on its own motion and the 

Court has reviewed those briefs. Neither the Court nor the parties to this motion have identified 

a case directly on point. However, based upon a review of the Court’s powers and the relevant 

policies, the Court concludes that it has the power to set aside the assignment order. 

“Where a statute authorizes a prescribed procedure, and the court acts contrary to the 

authority conferred, it has exceeded its jurisdiction, and the order so made is void. [Citations].” 

(Parker v. Shell Oil Co. (1942) 55 Cal.App.2d 48, 52-53; accord Shane v. Superior Court (1984) 

160 Cal.App.3d 1237, 1248.) Here, the assignment order was essentially a wage garnishment 

order and such an order can only be sought pursuant to the Wage Garnishment Law. (Code of 

Civil Procedure §706.020.) Thus, the assignment order issued in this case was in violation of 

section 706.020 and therefore void.  

 “ ‘ “It is well settled that a judgment or order which is void on its face, and which requires 

only an inspection of the judgment-roll or record to show its invalidity, may be set aside on 

motion at any time after its entry, by the court which rendered the judgment or made the order. . 

. .” ’ [Citation.] It may be set aside on the court's own motion [Citation], and by a judge other than 

the one who made it [Citations].” (People v. West Coast Shows, Inc. (1970) 10 Cal.App.3d 462, 

467 (citing to Hayashi v. Lorenz (1954) 42 Cal.2d 848, 851 and other cases).) Therefore, the 

Court concludes it has the power to set aside the assignment order since it is a void order.  

The Court has considered Plaintiff’s arguments, but she has not convinced the Court that 

it lacks the power to set aside the assignment order. Case law makes clear that a court has the 

power to set aside or reconsider interim orders on its own motion. (Le Francois v. Goel (2005) 

35 Cal.4th 1094.) In Le Francois, the court held that Code of Civil Procedure §1008 does not 

limit the court ability to reconsider interim rulings, but noted in a footnote that this rule “does not 
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necessarily apply to final orders”. (Id. at 1105, fn. 4.) As the court explained, section 1008 would 

violate the separation of powers principals if it was interpreted to limit a court’s ability to 

reconsider its previous interim orders on its own motion. (Id. at 1096-1097.)  

In re Marriage of Barthold (2008) 158 Cal.App.4th 1301 applied the rule stated in 

Le Francois to a postjudgment order. That order was “final” in some sense because it was a 

postjudgment order, however, the court noted that the order was not yet “final” in another sense 

because the time to appeal that order had not expired. (Id. at 1313, fn.9.) In re Marriage of 

Barthold made clear that it was not deciding whether the court could consider an appealable 

order on its own motion after the time to appeal that order has expired. (Ibid.) 

Thus, neither Le Francois and In re Marriage of Barthold hold that in the situation in this 

case a court may not reconsider its postjudgment order on its own motion.  

Plaintiff also argues that the assignment order was final and therefore the Court could 

not set aside a final order. Much of Plaintiff’s argument here is based on the policy related to 

final judgments. (Aspen Internat. Capital Corp. v. Marsch (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1199 (dealt 

with a motion to amend the judgment); Lankton v. Superior Court of Los Angeles County (1936) 

5 Cal.2d 694 (the trial court tried to change the amount of the judgment).) The only issue here is 

related to judgment enforcement and does not affect the judgment in this case. In addition, 

setting aside the assignment order will not affect appellate court jurisdiction as there has been 

no appeal of the assignment order.  

Finally, the Court notes that the assignment order itself states that “These orders shall 

remain in effect until the judgment entered herein has been satisfied in full or until further order 

of this Court.” Thus, the assignment order permits the Court to make additional rulings related to 

that order by its own terms.  

Therefore, the Court, on its own motion, orders that the November 16, 2015 assignment 

order be set aside as of October 11, 2017.  

Third-party Skanska-Shimmick-Herzog’s motion to set aside assignment order is 

denied as moot. 
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 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC07-02765 
CASE NAME: JUANITA WILSON VS. WILLIAM TAISLER 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE CONTEMPT 
SET BY JUANITA WILSON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Plaintiff’s request for sanctions against Skanska-Shimmick-Herzog is denied and the 

order to show cause is discharged.  

In People v. Gonzalez (1996) 12 Cal.4th 804, the court discussed the requirement that 

an order of contempt be based on a “lawfully” issued court order. (Id. at 816-817; See also. 

Penal Code §166(a)(4) and Code of Civil Procedure §1209(a)(5).) Gonzalez made it clear that 

an order is invalid when it is in excess of the court’s jurisdiction, such as when an order is issued 

in violation of a statutory or constitutional provision. (Id. at 817.) Plaintiff points out that not all 

improperly issued orders are in excess of the court’s jurisdiction. (See, e.g. Wanke, Industrial, 

Commercial, Residential, Inc. v. Keck (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th 1151, 1177 (noting that there the 

injunction was not obtained in an unauthorized manner or in violation of statutory procedures 

and thus whether the injunction was proper was not a defense to a finding of contempt).) 

Plaintiff argues that the Court’s order was not issued in excess of its jurisdiction because 

assignment orders are permitted under §708.540. However, Plaintiff’s argument ignores that a 

wage garnishment order masquerading as an assignment order is prohibited by §706.020. As 

explained above, the November 16, 2015 assignment order was issued in violation of Code of 

Civil Procedure §706.020 and thus was issued in excess of the jurisdiction of this Court.  

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-00171 
CASE NAME: AGOURA HILLS FINANCIAL VS. PVA APARTMENTS, LLC 
HEARING ON MOTION TO ENFORCE SETTLEMENT & ENTER JUDGMENT 
FEES FILED BY CODESSA M. TERRELL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This matter is continued by the Court to October 25, 2017 at 9 a.m.   
 
On or before October 18, 2017, Agoura Financial, Inc. may, but is not required to, file and serve 
a sur-reply giving its response, if any, to Terrell’s assertion in her Reply papers that 
“I contemplated an opportunity of being able to pay the Plaintiff off in full to satisfy its loan 
including all of the settlement amounts in the case.  I believed that by having a sheriff’s sale, 
I would be able to bid at a sale,” and how, if true, such assertion should or should not affect the 
court’s ruling on Terrell’s motion. 
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 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01467 
CASE NAME: JOHNSON VS. LEE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY CONTRA COSTA COUNTY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Defendant Contra Costa County’s motion for summary judgment is denied.  A public 
entity may be liable for the acts of an independent contractor physician on a theory of ostensible 
agency, and the County has not met its initial burden to make a prima facie showing that plaintiff 
cannot establish an essential element of that theory.  The County’s Separate Statement only 
states that Dr. Lee was an independent contractor.  (See Undisputed Material Fact No. 27.)  It 
does not state that plaintiffs’ decedent should have known this.  This ruling is without prejudice 
to the extent and for the reasons stated below. 
 

Defendant Contra Costa County moves for summary judgment, arguing that its 
employees (physician and non-physician) were not negligent and it is not responsible for the 
actions of the remaining defendant, non-employee anesthesiologist George Lee, M.D. 

 
Plaintiffs argue that a public entity hospital may be liable for the acts of a non-employee 

physician, just as a private hospital can, on a theory of ostensible agency. 
 
Government Code section 815.4 provides, “A public entity is liable for injury proximately 

caused by a tortious act or omission of an independent contractor of the public entity to the 
same extent that the public entity would be subject to such liability if it were a private person. 
Nothing in this section subjects a public entity to liability for the act or omission of an 
independent contractor if the public entity would not have been liable for the injury had the act or 
omission been that of an employee of the public entity.”   

 
A private hospital can be held liable for the actions of an independent contractor 

physician.  (See Mejia v. Community Hospital of San Bernardino (2002) 99 Cal.App.4th 144.)  
Therefore, under section 815.4, so can a public entity. 
 

In Mejia, the plaintiff went to the emergency room of the Community Hospital of San 
Bernardino with complaints of a stiff neck.  She was evaluated by an emergency room 
physician, who ordered an x-ray. The radiologist read the x-ray as not showing any acute injury, 
so the emergency room physician discharged the plaintiff. In truth, plaintiff had suffered a 
broken neck, leaving her paralyzed.   

 
Plaintiff sued the hospital based on the acts of the radiologist, who was an independent 

contractor.  The trial court granted a nonsuit, and the court of appeal reversed. 
 
The court reviewed the doctrine of ostensible agency as applied in California and 

nationally. In California, ostensible agency is defined by statute.  “An agency is ostensible when 
the principal intentionally, or by want of ordinary care, causes a third person to believe another 
to be his agent who is not really employed by him.”  (CC § 2300; see also 2317.) 

 
The court said that, nominally, sections 2300 and 2317 require proof of three elements:   
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First, the person dealing with the agent must do so with belief in the agent's authority and this 
belief must be a reasonable one; second, such belief must be generated by some act or neglect 
of the principal sought to be charged; third, the person relying on the agent's apparent authority 
must not be guilty of negligence.  (Mejia, supra, 99 Cal.App.4th at 1457; see also Stanhope v. L. 
A. Coll. of Chiropractic (1942) 54 Cal. App. 2d 141, 146.  “Of course, at heart, these three 
elements are the same as the two elements discussed above [concerning how the doctrine of 
ostensible agency is applied to doctors and hospitals nationally]: (1) conduct by the hospital that 
would cause a reasonable person to believe there was an agency relationship and (2) reliance 
on that apparent agency relationship by the plaintiff.”  (Mejia, supra, 99 Cal.App.4th at 1457.) 

 
Mejia further said it is almost impossible for a hospital to obtain a nonsuit on the theory 

that the physician was not its agent.   A defendant is entitled to a nonsuit if the trial court 
determines that, as a matter of law, the evidence presented by the plaintiff is insufficient to 
permit a jury to find in his favor.  In determining the sufficiency of the evidence, the trial court 
must interpret all the evidence most favorably to the plaintiff and most strongly against the 
defendant, and must resolve all presumptions, inferences, conflicts, and doubts in favor of the 
plaintiff. If the plaintiff's claim is not supported by substantial evidence, then the defendant is 
entitled to a judgment as a matter of law, justifying the nonsuit.  (Mejia, supra, 99 Cal.App.4th 
at 1458.)  “When this standard is applied to the case law governing ostensible agency in the 
hospital context, it appears difficult, if not impossible, for a hospital to ever obtain a nonsuit 
based on the lack of ostensible agency. Effectively, all a patient needs to show is that he or she 
sought treatment at the hospital, which is precisely what plaintiff alleged in this case. Unless 
the evidence conclusively indicates that the patient should have known that the treating 
physician was not the hospital's agent, such as when the patient is treated by his or her 
personal physician, the issue of ostensible agency must be left to the trier of fact.”  (Ibid. 
(emphasis added).) 

 
The standard used to evaluate a motion for nonsuit is similar to that used to evaluate a 

motion for summary judgment.  In each case, the evidence is construed most strongly in favor of 
the nonmoving party and the motion must be denied if there is sufficient evidence to support a 
judgment in that party’s favor.  Thus, here too, unless the County can show it is an undisputed 
fact that plaintiffs’ decedent should have known that Dr. Lee was not its employee, this motion 
must be denied. 

 
The County has not attempted to establish this factually.  It has not asserted in its 

Separate Statement that plaintiffs’ decedent knew Dr. Lee was not the County’s agent or 
submitted any evidence on this issue.  Instead, the County just makes various legal arguments 
why the doctrine of ostensible agency is not available against it.  

 
First, the County argues that a public hospital may not be held liable for the acts of an 

independent contractor physician because the term “public employee” does not include an 
independent contractor.  However, this is irrelevant.  Plaintiffs are not seeking to hold the 
County vicariously liable for Dr. Lee’s conduct under Government Code section 815.2 (a) 
because he was its employee.  They are seeking to hold it vicariously liable under Government 
Code section 815.4 notwithstanding that he was not their employee.  Therefore, the definition of 
“public employee” is beside the point.   
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Second, the County argues the case of Foster v. County of San Luis Obispo (1993) 
14 Cal.App.4th 668 supports the County’s argument that it cannot be liable for the acts of its 
independent contractor physicians. 

 
In Foster, the County had a contract with a private law firm to provide public defender 

services.  The law firm hired an independent contractor, Cunningham, to represent the plaintiff 
in criminal proceedings.  Cunningham was negligent.  The plaintiff sued him and the County, 
claiming they had caused him to be incarcerated as a felon. 

 
The court affirmed the trial court’s grant of summary judgment to the County.  The court 

first said that plaintiff had to identify a statutory basis to hold the County liable.  Plaintiff identified 
a requirement that the County provide legal representation to indigent criminal defendants, but 
this was not sufficient.  While the County may have had a duty to appoint counsel, it had no 
statutory duty to “provide [plaintiff] with legal representation that is free of attorney neglect or 
fault.”  (Foster, supra, 14 Cal.App.4th at 672.)   

 
The court next said that plaintiff could not successfully argue that the County’s duty to 

provide effective legal counsel to indigent criminal defendants was nondelegable.  The court 
ruled that the County not only could but was required to delegate this duty because the County 
was not authorized to practice law.  It further cited a United States Supreme Court case, which 
said, “It is the constitutional obligation of the State to respect the professional independence of 
the public defenders whom it engages.”  (Foster, supra, 14 Cal.App.4th at 674.) 

 
A case is not authority for a proposition the court did not consider.  (In re Marriage of 

Cornejo (1996) 13 Cal.4th 381, 388.)   Foster holds only that a public entity may not be held 

responsible for the negligence of a competent non-employee attorney that it appoints to 

represent an indigent criminal defendant because  “the duty of  [the County] to provide appellant 

with competent legal assistance extended only to the appointment of counsel, and not to 

counsel's subsequent legal performance.”  (Foster, supra, 14 Cal.App.4th at 673.)  Foster did not 

hold that a public entity cannot be held liable on a theory of ostensible agency for the acts of an 

independent contractor attorney , let alone for the acts of an independent contractor physician.   

The court rejects the County’s suggestion that an ostensible agency theory may not be 
used to impose liability on it because it may not practice medicine, just as the trial court in 
Foster said the County was not permitted to practice law.  The County’s inability to practice law 
factored into the Court of Appeal’s decision in Foster only on the issue of whether the County 
could delegate the duty to provide representation to indigent criminal defendants.  It had nothing 
to do with an ostensible agency theory that was not even argued there.  If the County’s 
suggestion were true, it would mean that an ostensible agency theory could never be used to 
hold even a private hospital liable for a doctor’s negligence, a result directly contrary to Mejia 
and the many cases it cites.   
 

Whether the County had the right to control Dr. Lee’s conduct is also irrelevant because 
that again speaks to issues not pertinent here – whether Dr. Lee was the County’s employee 
(the parties agree he was not); and whether the County is liable for the acts of an employee 
under Government section 815.2 (a) (plaintiffs proceed instead under section 815.4.)    
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Ultimately, Foster and this case are aimed at entirely different portions of section 815.4 
and entirely different theories of liability.  Foster is concerned with the portion of section 815.4 
which says that a public entity is not liable for the acts of an independent contractor if it would be 
immune if the contractor were a public employee.  (See Foster, supra, 14 Cal.App.4th at 672.)  
Plaintiffs are concerned with the portion of section 815.4 which says that a public entity is liable 
for the acts of an independent contractor “to the same extent that the public entity would be 
subject to such liability if [the contractor] were a private person.”  Foster does not bar 
plaintiffs’ claim. 
 
 Finally, the County argues it cannot be liable for the acts of Dr. Lee because he 
would have discretionary immunity for his conduct in this case if he were the County’s 
employee.   This argument stems from comments that the Foster court made in passing about 
discretionary immunity. 
 
 “Except as otherwise provided by statute, a public entity is not liable for an injury 
resulting from an act or omission of an employee of the public entity where the employee is 
immune from liability.”  (Gov’t C. § 815.2 (b).)  Further, “[e]xcept as otherwise provided by 
statute, a public employee is not liable for an injury resulting from his act or omission where the 
act or omission was the result of the exercise of the discretion vested in him, whether or not 
such discretion be abused.”  (Gov’t C. § 820.2.)  Also, under section 815.4, a public entity is not 
liable for the action of an independent contractor “if the public entity would not have been liable 
for the injury had the act or omission been that of an employee of the public entity.” 
 

In passing, the Foster court cited Government Code section 820.2 and the principle of 
discretionary immunity.  It said that because the County’s duty to provide the plaintiff with 
effective legal representation was delegable to him, “Cunningham's representation of appellant 
was the result of acts of his own discretion, for which respondent was not liable.”  (Foster, supra, 
14 Cal.App.4th at 672.)  This court does not fully understand this statement or agree that it is 
necessarily correct or part of the Foster court’s holding.   

 
In Johnson v. State of California (1968) 69 Cal.2d 782, 794-795, the California Supreme 

Court made clear that discretionary immunity is not available every time a decision involves 
some discretion.  As the court said (quoting other authority) it “would be difficult to conceive of 
any official act, no matter how directly ministerial, that did not admit of some discretion in the 
manner of its performance, even if it involved only the driving of a nail.”  Rather the application 
of discretionary immunity under Government Code section 820.2 requires an analysis in the 
given case of the “policy considerations relevant to the governmental entity's claim of immunity”  
(Johnson, supra, 69 Cal.2d at 789) and drawing a distinction between the “planning” and 
“operational” levels of decision-making.  (Id. at 794.)   

 
A wholesale grant of discretionary immunity here would mean that a public entity could 

never be vicariously liable for negligence in a medical setting, even for the actions of public 
employees, when clearly it can.  (See Guess v. State of California (1979) 96 Cal.App.3d 111, 
118 ("Public employees are not exempted . . . from liability for injuries arising from negligence or 
wrongful acts in prescribing treatments or in administering prescribed treatments”); see also 
Tarasoff, infra; Bohrer, infra; Smith, infra.)  Such a wholesale grant of immunity is not consistent 
with Johnson.  (See Johnson, supra, 69 Cal.2d at 798 (“when there is negligence, the rule is 
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liability, immunity is the exception. Accordingly, courts should not casually decree governmental 
immunity; through a literal interpretation of ‘discretionary’ or otherwise, section 820.2 should not 
be made a catchall section broadly encompassing every judgment exercised at every level” 
(internal quotations omitted).) 

 
A decision by a public hospital administrator that no patient should ever be x-rayed on 

the patient’s first visit because the administrator undertook an analysis and concluded that the 
cost of such an x-ray outweighed its benefit might result in immunity for the employee and his 
public entity employer for a claim that lack of an x-ray caused an injury.  (See Caldwell v. 
Montoya (1995) 10 Cal. 4th 972, 976 (discretionary act immunity extends to basic governmental 
policy decisions entrusted to broad official judgment; the “decision of an elected school board 
whether to replace the school district's highest appointed official is such a determination”).  But 
the negligent decision of an individual doctor not to request an x-ray when the standard of care 
requires otherwise would clearly not.  (See Tarasoff v. Regents of California (1976) 17 Cal.3d 
424, 445 (university could be held liable for negligent failure of its employee to warn of patient of 
a threat on her life); Bohrer v. San Diego County (1980 104 Cal.App.3d 155, 162 (prescribing 
increased medication, while an exercise of professional judgment, was not “exercise of 
discretion” for immunity purposes; Smith v. County of Kern (1993) 20 Cal.App.4th 1826, 1832 
(negligently performing an AIDS screening test was not an exercise of discretion for immunity 
purposes).  The County has not suggested that the decisions and actions of Dr. Lee here were 
the result of some basic policy decision of an employer or principal.  Whatever the Foster court 
meant by it, this court does not find Foster’s discussion of discretionary immunity persuasive or 
pertinent here.   
 

Because plaintiffs have alleged liability based on ostensible agency and the County has 
not shown that plaintiffs cannot establish one or more elements of this theory, the court must 
deny the County’s motion. 

In its Reply Brief, the County complains that plaintiffs did not reveal their ostensible 
agency theory until they served a supplemental interrogatory response shortly before they filed 
their Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgement, and that plaintiffs have failed to explain 
why they served this response only after the County’s motion was filed. 

 
This case was filed on August 1, 2014.  In the complaint, plaintiffs alleged that Dr. Lee 

was the agent or employee of the County.  (Complaint, ¶ 2.)   
 
Plaintiffs served their response to the County’s contention interrogatories on April 21, 

2015.  In those responses, plaintiffs stated the County was negligent because its “employees 
negligently administered an epidural to decedent Maya Johnson.”  (Ex. E, response to 
interrogatory nos. 3.)   

 
The court has no evidence before it regarding when plaintiffs learned that the County 

contended Dr. Lee was an independent contractor and not its employee.   
 
On September 9, 2015, plaintiffs filed their Third Amended Complaint (“TAC”).  The TAC 

again alleged that Dr. Lee was the County’s agent or employee.  The County filed its motion for 
summary judgment on July 19, 2017. 
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The issues to be addressed on a motion for summary judgment are shaped by the 

pleadings, not primarily or exclusively by the discovery responses absent an admission in the 
responses that a pleaded theory is being abandoned.  Here, the TAC pleaded that Dr. Lee was 
the County’s agent.  Therefore, as part of its initial burden on this motion, the County had the 
obligation to show that Dr. Lee was not its actual or ostensible agent or that it could not be held 
liable for his negligence even if he was.  The County failed to meet this burden.   

 
The court finds the timing of the supplemental interrogatory response to be irrelevant 

because the critical legal and factual issue had already been flagged in the TAC.  The County 
always knew that plaintiffs claimed (1) there was negligence in the administration of the 
epidural, (2) Dr. Lee administered the epidural, and (3) the County was the employer or principal 
of Dr. Lee.  Use of the term “employees” in the response to special interrogatory number 3 in 
April 2015 was not a clear admission that plaintiffs would not seek to hold the County 
responsible if it turned out that Dr. Lee was its agent rather than its employee. 

 
However, to avoid any prejudice, the court’s denial of the County’s motion is made 

without prejudice to the County’s right to re-file the motion for the sole purpose of trying to show 
that it may not be held liable for Dr. Lee’s actions in this case under an ostensible agency theory 
or that the ostensible agency theory impermissibly exceeds the scope of the government claim. 

 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02377 
CASE NAME: MORRIS VS. JOHN MUIR HEALTH 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL FURTHER DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
FILED BY JOHN MUIR HEALTH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion to compel is granted.   

In her responses to discovery, Plaintiff put psychiatric treatment at issue by claiming that she 
“contemplates suicide,” is distressed by her strained relationship with her daughter, can no 
longer take joy and comfort in the things she used to, and has “lost all hope that things will get 
better.”  (See generally, Britt v. Superior Court (1978) 20 Cal.3d 844, 875.)  Plaintiff has failed to 
show that the emotional injuries asserted bear no relation to symptoms that could result from 
obsessive compulsive disorder, anxiety, insomnia, or depression.  (See In re Lifschutz (1970) 2 
Cal.3d 415, 436 [“the burden rests upon the patient initially to submit some showing that a given 
confidential communication is not directly related to the issue [s]he has tendered to the court”].)  
In addition, Plaintiff failed to show that information relating to her family’s medical health 
contained in her health records would have no bearing on her mental health history.   

Accordingly, Defendants are entitled to discovery relating to Plaintiff’s psychiatric history.  
However, such discovery shall be limited to documents and information concerning psychiatric 
symptoms and treatment for the time period from three years prior to the date of plaintiff’s 
physical injury (emergency room admission) through the present.  (Britt, supra, 20 Cal.3d at p. 
849 [waiver “does not automatically open all of a plaintiff's past medical history to scrutiny”].)  
Further, the parties shall enter into a standard confidentiality agreement providing that all such 
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documents and information shall be kept strictly confidential, and shall be used by defendants 
and their attorneys and experts only as strictly necessary for purposes of this litigation.  The 
parties may submit their agreement to the Court for the Court’s approval and the issuance of a 
corresponding protective order. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02377 
CASE NAME: MORRIS VS. JOHN MUIR HEALTH 
HEARING ON Joinder IN MOTION TO COMPEL: 
FILED BY DAVID GRIFFITH M.D. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The joinder is allowed.  Defendant David Griffith M.D. propounded discovery relating to 
Plaintiff’s psychiatric records to which Plaintiff objected, asserting physician-patient privilege. 

 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02377 
CASE NAME: MORRIS VS. JOHN MUIR HEALTH 
HEARING ON Joinder IN MOTION TO COMPEL 
FILED BY JOHN MUIR PHYSICIAN NETWORK, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The joinder is allowed.  Defendants John Muir Physician Network, John Muir Medical Group, 
and Melanie Lee, M.D. propounded discovery relating to Plaintiff’s psychiatric records to which 
Plaintiff asserted privilege. 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00995 
CASE NAME: MARCELLA AVERY VS. NORBERTO ORTIZ 
HEARING ON MOTION TO HAVE DR. HOOMAN D. BEHRAVAN BE FOUND IN CONTEMPT 
FILED BY NORBERTO ORTIZ, ERIC ORTIZ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Court intends issue an OSC re contempt to Dr. Behravan for failure to appear for his 
deposition. 

Dr. Behravan is ordered to appear.  Plaintiff to give notice. 
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10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01445 
CASE NAME: VALLEJO VS. 99 CENTS ONLY STORES 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
FILED BY 99 CENTS ONLY STORES LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing dropped.  Case settled. 

 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01565 
CASE NAME: MEHR VS. COSTCO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSE TO FORM INTERROGS.  ( SET TWO ) 
FILED BY COSTCO WHOLESALE CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Dropped from calendar, insufficient notice given. 

 

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01900 
CASE NAME: JITODAI VS. CITIMORTGAGE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY CITIMORTGAGE, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 
The hearing is continued by the Court to November 1, 2017, at 9:00 a.m., in Department 9.  
The parties shall not file any additional papers in support of or in opposition to the motion, 
without leave of court. 

 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01527 
CASE NAME: GREEN SOAP VS. SMEED CPA 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL FURTHER RESPONSES TO INTERROGS. 
FILED BY SMEED CPA, INC., MICHAEL UADIALE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 15. 
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14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01527 
CASE NAME: GREEN SOAP VS. SMEED CPA 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL FURTHER RESPONSES TO INSPECTION DEMANDS 
FILED BY SMEED CPA, INC., MICHAEL UADIALE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 15. 

 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01527 
CASE NAME: GREEN SOAP VS. SMEED CPA 
HEARING ON OSC RE: WHY A DISCOVERY REFEREE SHOULD NOT BE APPOINTED 
FILED BY SMEED CPA, INC., MICHAEL UADIALE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Despite the statement by counsel that a Discovery Referee is not needed, as it turns out the 
discovery issues are extensive enough to fill one and a half court files.  Therefore, a Discovery 
Referee will be appointed.  An order will be forthcoming. 

 

  

16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01527 
CASE NAME: GREEN SOAP VS. SMEED CPA 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
May appear by Court Call if the tentative ruling on Line 15 is not argued. 

 

  

17.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01641 
CASE NAME: NG VS. TRIDENT FINANCIAL 
HEARING ON STATUS REVIEW RE: BANKRUPTCY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
May appear by Court Call. 
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18.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02177 
CASE NAME: HICKEY VS. CARRINGTON 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY CARRINGTON MORTGAGE SERVICES, LLC, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the court is a demurrer (the “Demurrer”) filed by Carrington Mortgage Services, LLC 
(“Carrington”) and Wilmington Savings Fund Society, FSB, as Trustee for Stanwich Mortgage 
Loan Trust A (“Wilmington Savings”) (collectively, “Defendants”). The Demurrer relates to the 
First Amended Complaint (“FAC”) filed by Natalie Johnson and Mark Johnson (collectively, 
“Plaintiffs”). The FAC pleads causes of action for (1) wrongful foreclosure; and (2) violation of 
Civil Code § 2924.17. 

This Court previously granted Plaintiff’s motion to set aside the order sustaining Defendants’ 
demurrer to the FAC, on the ground of excusable neglect. Plaintiffs’ Opposition to the Demurrer 
is largely directed towards the sufficiency of a Second Amended Complaint (“SAC”), which they 
attach as an exhibit to their Opposition. Although Plaintiffs’ proposed SAC is consistent with the 
Court’s prior order in the sense that it complies with the requirements regarding strike-through 
deletions and bold additions, the scope of the revisions includes eight new causes of action in 
addition to the two stated in the FAC. The Court declines to rule on the sufficiency of the SAC 
at this time.  

Because the Demurrer is directed towards the FAC and the Defendants have not had the 
opportunity to meaningfully respond to the SAC, the Court sustains the Demurrer to the FAC, 
with leave to amend. Plaintiffs are to file their Second Amended Complaint by October 20, 2017.  

 

  

19.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01567 
CASE NAME: AVG VS. 24 HOUR FITNESS USA, INC. 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR RIGHT TO ATTACH ORDER 
FILED BY AVG PARTNERS I, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing continued to 10/25/17 based on ex parte appearance in Dept. 9 on 9/29/17. 
(See also, Line 23.) 
 

  

20.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN17-1605 
CASE NAME: MATTER OF CRESCENT WALK CORPORATION 
HEARING ON PETITION TO REDUCE REQUIRED VOTING PERCENTAGE 
FILED BY CRESCENT WALK CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed – granted. 
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21.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN17-1605 
CASE NAME: MATTER OF CRESCENT WALK CORPORATION 
HEARING ON OSC RE: PETITION TO REDUCE REQUIRED VOTING PERCENTAGE & 
AMEND GOVERNING DOCUMENTS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed – granted. 

 

  

22.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC15-01445 
CASE NAME: VALLEJO VS. 99 CENTS 
ISSUE CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing dropped.  Case settled. 

 

 

23.  TIME:  9:04   CASE#: MSC17-01567 
CASE NAME: AVG VS. 24 HOUR 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS ACTION BASED ON FORUM NON CONVENIENS 
FILED BY 24 HOUR FITNESS USA, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendant’s motion to dismiss is granted.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 410.30.)  This action is 
hereby dismissed without prejudice.  Defendant’s request for judicial notice is also granted. 
 
 The Court has carefully considered both sides’ evidence, and has also carefully 
considered the pertinent public and private interest factors.  The Court’s ruling is based primarily 
on the following considerations. 
 
 1. The Real Property.   
 
 This action concerns the lease of four health club facilities located on real property in 
Kansas and Nebraska.  No California real property is involved.  Kansas and Nebraska obviously 
have a strong state interest in all real property located within their borders. 
 
 Further, contrary to plaintiff’s opposition argument, this action will likely require a 
consideration of factual issues local to Kansas and Nebraska.  Thus, an issue concerning the 
abandoned Nebraska facility is whether plaintiff has made adequate efforts to mitigate its 
damages by re-leasing the facility; this will require a consideration of the local Nebraska real 
estate market.  An issue concerning other facilities is whether plaintiff has made physical repairs 
to those facilities that allegedly are required under the subject lease agreements.  (See, Steven 
Dec., ¶ 12 and ¶ 13.)  Keeping venue here would require California counsel to conduct site 
inspections and expert witness inquiries in two other states.  Also, the trier of fact could not 
feasibly conduct a “view” of any of these properties under section 651 of the Code of Civil 
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Procedure.  The Court acknowledges that this is not a dispositive factor requiring that the motion 
be granted, but it is a relevant factor. 
 
 2. Governing Law. 
 
 Two of the leases recite that they are governed by Kansas law, and two of the leases 
recite that they are governed by Nebraska law.  Keeping venue here would require the Court to 
apply foreign state law, which can often be problematic.  Again, the Court acknowledges that 
this is not a dispositive factor requiring that the motion be granted, but it is a relevant factor.  
Kansas and Nebraska have a strong state interest in having their law applied correctly, and 
California has a strong state interest in not having to expend scarce judicial resources 
attempting to master unfamiliar foreign law for the sake of a single case. 
 
 3. Genesis Health Clubs. 
 
 All four leases that are the subject of this action were assigned to non-party Genesis 
Health Clubs of Midwest LLC.  Genesis is a Kansas LLC based in Kansas.  (Steven Dec., ¶ 21.)  
Genesis officers and employees who will likely be witnesses reside in Kansas and Nebraska.  
(Steven Dec., ¶¶ 22-27.)  While certain likely witnesses employed by plaintiff and defendant 
reside here in California, those witnesses would primarily be testifying to the extent of any purely 
monetary default. 
 
 In addition to the issue of witnesses, there is an inherent tension in having litigation 
proceed simultaneously here in California and in other states concerning precisely the same 
alleged breaches of contract.  There is the threat of conflicting findings on common issues of law 
and fact, the duplication of discovery, etc.  Plaintiff obviously thought it was more practical to 
sue both defendant and Genesis in the same action at the inception of this dispute, which is why 
plaintiff named both parties (as assignor and assignee) in the still-pending Nebraska action.  
The consideration of practicality has not diminished simply because there are now three more 
Kansas and Nebraska leases involving both defendant and Genesis (as assignor and assignee) 
that are allegedly in default. 
 
 4. Conclusion. 
 
 Plaintiff has focused its opposition on the issue of this Court’s jurisdiction over the 
subject dispute, which is uncontested, and on the argument that keeping venue here would 
likely not be found an abuse of discretion.  But plaintiff has not articulated a persuasive 
argument that litigation here in California is genuinely preferable to litigation in one or both of the 
two states where the subject real property is located.  The Court finds defendant’s arguments 
more compelling on this point, and so exercises its discretion in favor of dismissing this action 
without prejudice. 
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ADD-ONS 

 

24.  TIME:  9:05   CASE#: MSC17-01027 
CASE NAME: ASSELIN-NORMAND VS. MARINA BAY 
CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff is required to appear for Line 25. 
 
Defendant may appear by Court Call if the tentative ruling on Line 26 is not argued. 

 

 

25.  TIME:  9:05   CASE#: MSC17-01027 
CASE NAME: ASSELIN-NORMAND VS. MARINA BAY 
HEARING ON OSC RE: WHETHER PLAINTIFF WAS OR CONTINUES TO BE ELIGIBLE 
FOR THE FEE WAIVER PREVIOUSLY OBTAINED 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Appearance required by Plaintiff personally. 

 

 

26.  TIME:  9:05   CASE#: MSC17-01027 
CASE NAME: ASSELIN-NORMAND VS. MARINA BAY 
HEARING ON DEMURER TO 1st AMENDED COMPLAINT OF ASSELIN-NORMAND 
FILED BY WENG’S MANAGEMENT, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendant Weng’s Management, Inc. dba Marina Bay Inn (“Marina Bay”)’s demurrer to 
the First Amended Complaint is sustained in part and overruled in part.   
 
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL 
 
 Defendant demurs to the entire complaint on the grounds of collateral estoppel also 
known as issue preclusion.  Under the doctrine of issue preclusion, the prior judgment 
conclusively resolves an issue actually litigated and determined in the first action.  See DKN 
Holdings, LLC v. Faerber (2015) 61 Cal.4th 813, 824.  The DKN Holdings Court described the 
requirements of issue preclusion: 

 
Issue preclusion prohibits the relitigation of issues argued and decided in a 
previous case, even if the second suit raises different causes of action.  Under 
issue preclusion, the prior judgment conclusively resolves an issue actually 
litigated and determined in the first action.  There is a limit to the reach of issue 
preclusion, however.  In accordance with due process, it can be asserted only 
against a party to the first lawsuit, or one in privity with a party.   
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Id. at 824.   
   
 The California Supreme Court continued: 

 
Issue preclusion differs from claim preclusion (res judicata) in two ways.  First, 
issue preclusion does not bar entire causes of action.  Instead, it prevents 
relitigation of previously decided issues.  Second, unlike claim preclusion, issue 
preclusion can be raised by one who was not a party or privy in the first suit.  
Only the party against whom the doctrine is invoked must be bound by the prior 
proceeding.  In summary, issue preclusion applies (1) after final adjudication (2) 
of an identical issue (3) actually litigated and necessarily decided in the first suit 
and (4) asserted against one who was a party in the first suit or one in privity with 
that party. 

Id. at 824-825. 
 
 Defendant has the burden of establishing these requirements.  See Lucido v. Superior 
Court (1990) 51 Cal.3d 335, 341 (“The party asserting collateral estoppel bears the burden of 
establishing these requirements.”) 
 
 Marina Bay Inn contends that all of these elements are met by three prior cases brought 
by Plaintiff against other lodging establishments which had a minimum age requirement:  (1)  
Asselin-Normand v. Dana Point Inn, LLC, Orange County Superior Court Case No. 30-2015-
00795609-CU-CR-CJC  (“Dana Point”); (2) Asselin-Normand v. Valley Ho Hotels, Inc., San 
Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2015-00021991-CL-CR-CTL (“Valley Ho”), and (3) Asselin-
Normand v. Raps Hayward, LLC, et al., San Mateo Superior Court Case No. 17-CIV-00084  
(“Raps Hayward”).   
   
 None of the three cases meet the first requirement for issue preclusion -- an identity of 
issues between a previous case and this one.  The issues in the prior actions were entirely 
different.  The issues in Dana Point, Valley Ho, and RAPS Hayward concerned whether a 
lodging establishment had to secure a room for a minor under the Unruh Act and how the court 
should interpret Civil Code Section 1865(d).  The issue in this case concerns Plaintiff as an 
adult.  He was 18 years old when he attempted to book a room through Hotels.com for a stay at 
Marina Bay; he was legally capable of contracting, something that was not true in the prior 
actions.  See Lucido v. Superior Court (1990) 51 Cal.3d 335, 342 (“The ‘identical issue’ 
requirement addresses whether ‘identical factual allegations’ are at stake in the two 
proceedings, not whether the ultimate issues or dispositions are the same.”)  
  
 Additionally, it is likely that the “final adjudication” requirement is not met for any of the 
previous actions.  The judgment in Dana Point was not on the merits, even though it was final.  
The Court in Lucido, supra, 51 Cal.3d at 341 stated the finality requirement as one necessitating 
a decision in the former proceeding that is “final and on the merits.”  There is no dispute 
between the parties that Valley Ho and RAPS Hayward are on appeal.  See Memorandum of 
Points & Authorities, page 5, lines 24-25 (“. . .both of these judgments (Valley Ho and RAPS 
Hayward) were appealed and those appeals are currently pending.”)  Hence, they are not final, 
as there is no “last word” by the appellate court.   
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 Defendant cites to Daniels v. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (2016) 246 Cal.App.4th 
1150.  That case discusses the “final judgment on the merits” requirement.”  Id. at 1165-1166.  
Daniels is not on point, as it concerns the doctrine of claim preclusion or res judicata.  Id. at 
1164.  (“It is apparent from respondents’ briefs below that they invoked claim preclusion, not 
issue preclusion.”)  The demurrer here concerns issue preclusion and its elements, which are 
different than those for claim preclusion.  Additionally, there are no facts in Daniels which 
indicate that an appeal of the judgment in the trial court was taken.  Hence, the case does not 
address the issue of whether a pending appeal prevents a “final adjudication” for the purpose of 
collateral estoppel.  An appeal renders the result in the trial court less than “firm” and “stable,” 
“with conclusive effect.”  The appeal may well reverse the trial courts’ Orders.  Hence, those 
Orders are not a final adjudication. 
 
VIOLATION OF THE UNRUH CIVIL RIGHTS ACT  (FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION)    
 
WHETHER PLAINTIFF HAS STANDING 
 
 The demurrer to the first cause of action for a violation of the Unruh Civil Rights Act is 
overruled.  Defendant argues that Plaintiff lacks standing to bring an Unruh Civil Rights Act 
claim.  First, Plaintiff was never denied lodging in person.  Second, the Unruh Act does not 
apply to alleged discrimination suffered by parties outside of California.   
 
 1. Whether Plaintiff has standing because he did not physically come to California 
to be denied lodging by Defendant 
 
 Defendant argues that Plaintiff did not “actually attempt” to seek lodging by physically 
going to the hotel and trying to secure a room.  Defendant contends that this action was 
necessary for Plaintiff to have standing.  See Surrey v. TrueBeginnings, LLC (2008) 168 
Cal.App.4th 414, 419 (a person must tender the purchase price for a business’s services or 
products in order to have standing to sue it for alleged discriminatory practices) 
 
 Plaintiff responds that it is unreasonable to expect him or any individual seeking lodging 
to physically go to a hotel (in this case in a different country) where he has already been advised 
that he cannot check in to the room.  Plaintiff cites to Osborne v. Yasmeh (2016) 1 Cal.App.5th 
1118.  Osborne involved two separate lawsuits.  In both, plaintiffs alleged that they visited a 
hotel owned and managed by defendants, but that management refused to rent them a room 
unless they first paid a nonrefundable cleaning fee relating to their service dogs.  Plaintiffs left 
the hotel without paying the fee and sued the hotel for a violation of the Unruh Civil Rights Act.  
Defendants demurred to plaintiffs’ complaints on the ground that they did not have standing.  
The trial court sustained defendants’ demurrers without leave to amend.  The cases were 
consolidated for appeal. 
 
 The Court of Appeal reversed and remanded with directions to vacate the orders 
sustaining the demurrers and enter new orders overruling them.  The Court held that tender of 
payment of a discriminatory fee is not required to establish standing under the Unruh Civil 
Rights Act where a disabled individual has personally experienced discriminatory treatment at a 
business establishment.  The Court held that plaintiffs were not required to allege that they 
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tendered the fee relating to their service dogs to establish standing under the Unruh Civil Rights 
Act.   
 
 The Osborne Court discusses the cases that deal with the issue of standing under the 
Unruh Civil Rights Act, including Surrey.  Id. at 1132-1135.  The Court agreed with the 
reasoning of Surrey that a plaintiff who only learns about a defendant’s allegedly discriminatory 
conduct, but did not personally experience it, cannot establish standing.  Id. at 1133. But the 
Osborne court distinguished Surrey from its cases; the plaintiff in Surrey did not experience the 
denial of full and equal treatment by the defendants.  Also, “because the discount program in 
Surrey already had terminated, the plaintiff was not in the position to seek injunctive relief.”  Id. 
at 1133.   
   
 The Court continued: 

 
We do, however, find that the articulated bright-line rule in Surrey is not 
appropriate on the facts before us.  Surrey stated that “a person must tender the 
purchase price for a business’s services or products in order to have standing to 
sue it for alleged discriminatory practices relating thereto.” (Surrey, supra, 168 
Cal.App.4th at 416)  Neither the language of the Unruh Civil Rights Act nor its 
history supports application of this bright-line rule here.  The history of the Unruh 
Civil Rights Act and the cases interpreting it make clear that when a person 
presents himself or herself to a business establishment, and is personally 
discriminated against based on one of the characteristics articulated in Section 
51, he or she has suffered a discriminatory act and therefore has standing under 
the Unruh Civil Rights Act.  
 

Id. at 1133-1134.   
   
 The Court emphasized that the refusal of services creates standing.  The Court 
continued: 

This holding comports with the history and intention of the Unruh Civil Rights Act.  
The cases discussing discrimination under Sections 51 and 52 do not focus on 
whether patrons who were personally discriminated against have alleged or 
proved that they paid a fee or were subject to unfair pricing before bringing a 
lawsuit.  Indeed, much of the legal history surrounding Sections 51 and 52 
involve plaintiffs who – like [plaintiff] and his family – were refused services, 
thereby making a purchase impossible.  To hold that plaintiffs here lacked 
standing would contradict both the language and the intent of the Unruh Civil 
Rights Act. 

Id. at 1134.    
 
  To the extent Surrey and Osborne are conflicting decisions, this court is free to 
follow the decision it finds more persuasive.  See Auto Equity Sales, Inc. v. Superior Court 
(1962) 57 Cal.2d 450, 456 (“the court exercising inferior jurisdiction can and must make a choice 
between the conflicting decisions”).  This court finds Osborne, supra, 1 Cal.App.5th 1118 to be 
the better reasoned decision.   Under Osborne, Plaintiff would have standing to challenge a 
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blanket refusal of services based on a protected characteristic as set out in Civil Code Section 
51(b).  
 
 2. Whether the Unruh Civil Rights Act applies to alleged discrimination suffered by 
parties outside of California 
 
 Defendant also argues that Plaintiff lacks standing because he is a resident of Quebec 
Canada.  He merely viewed a third party online website (Hotels.com) from Quebec.  He suffered 
no actual discrimination in the State of California, which is required by the statute.   
 
 Civil Code Section 51 provides:  “All persons within the jurisdiction of this state are free 
and equal, and no matter what their [personal characteristics] are entitled to the full and equal 
[privileges] in all business establishments of every kind whatsoever.”  Defendant cites to a 
federal district court case.  See Warner v. Tinder, Inc. (C.D. Cal. 2015) 105 F. Supp.3d 1083, 
1099.   
 
 The plaintiff in Warner argued that Tinder discriminated against him in violation of the 
Unruh Civil Rights Act by charging individuals over 30 years old a higher price for Tinder Plus 
($19.99) than people under the age of 30 ($9.99).  Tinder moved to dismiss plaintiff’s Unruh Act 
claim, arguing that the statute applies only to discrimination occurring within California, i.e., it 
does not have extraterritorial reach.  The federal district court agreed, and dismissed plaintiff’s  
complaint with leave to amend.  The court explained:   

 
The Unruh Act protects “all persons within the jurisdiction” from certain 
enumerated forms of discrimination.  Thus, by its terms, it is expressly limited to 
discrimination that takes place within California’s borders.  (citations omitted)  
The complaint does not allege that the discrimination against [plaintiff] took place 
in California, which renders it subject to dismissal. 

Id. at 1099.  See also Keum v. Virgin American, Inc. (N.D. Cal. 2011) 781 F. Supp.2d 944, 955 
(“The Unruh Act only applies to discrimination that takes place within California’s jurisdiction.”).   
   
 The only California case cited by Defendant, Archibald v. Cinerama Hawaiian Hotels, 
Inc. (1977) 73 Cal.App.3d 152, concerns California citizens who were discriminated against (in 
pricing) at Hawaiian hotels.  Defendants owned and operated hotels in both Hawaii and 
California.  The Court found that the Unruh Civil Rights Act applies only to wrongful conduct that 
occurred in the state.  It wrote: 

 
Section 51, by its express language applies only within California.  It cannot (with 
its companion penalty provisions in Section 52) be extended into the Hawaiian 
jurisdiction.  A state cannot regulate or proscribe activities conducted in another 
state or supervise the internal affairs of another state in any way, even though 
the welfare and health of its citizens may be affected when they travel to that 
state. 
 

Id. at 159. 
 These cases do not apply here.  The wrongful conduct by Marina Bay occurred in this 
state when it adopted the policy of excluding adults under the age of 21.  While it may have 
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advertised that policy on a website that could be viewed in Canada, the wrongful conduct 
occurred here with the formation of the policy. Defendant’s alleged wrongful conduct is no 
different than if a California airline made a policy, refusing to sell tickets to black people in 
Canada or if a California travel agency refused to assist blind people who were looking to travel 
to California.   See Osborne, supra, 1 Cal.App.5th at 1133-1134.   
 
WHETHER AGE IS A PROTECTED CHARACTERISTIC IN SECTION 51(b) 
 
 Defendant also demurs to the first cause of action for violation of the Unruh Act on the 
grounds that Plaintiff is not a member of a protected class under Section 51(b) because it does 
not list “age” as a protected characteristic.   
 
 However, courts have found that age discrimination is among the protected categories in 
Section 51(b), if it is arbitrary, unreasonable or invidious.  In Javorsky v. Western Athletic Clubs, 
Inc. (2015) 242 Cal.App.4th 1386, the trial court granted summary judgment to a health and 
fitness club.  It found that defendant did not violate Unruh Civil Rights Act by charging persons 
ages 18 to 29 lower membership fee than it charged persons age 30 and over and that club met 
its burden to demonstrate that its pricing program did not constitute arbitrary, unreasonable or 
invidious discrimination.   
 
 As to the fact that Section 51(b) does not mention “age” as a protected characteristic, the 
Court explained: 

 
Although the Act explicitly lists sex, race, and other types of discrimination, that 
list is illustrative rather than restrictive, and the Act’s protection against 
discrimination is not confined to these enumerated classes.  Indeed, the Act’s 
language and its history compel the conclusion that the Legislature intended to 
prohibit all arbitrary discrimination by business establishments, whether or not the 
ground of discrimination is expressly set forth in the Act.  (citations omitted)   
 

Id. at 1394 (emphasis in original)   
   
 There is no dispute that California courts have applied the Act to discrimination based on 
age.  See, e.g., Marina Point, Ltd. v. Wolfson (1982) 30 Cal.3d 721, 730, 742-743 (rejecting 
“adult only” apartment complexes under the Act); Pizarro v. Lamb’s Players Theatre (2006) 135 
Cal.App.4th 1171, 1174 (age-based ticket price discounts offered by defendant were not 
arbitrary and therefore did not violate the Act); O’Connor v. Village Green Owners Association 
(1982) 33 Cal.3d 790, 792 (condominium owners association could not enforce restriction 
prohibiting residency by persons under 18 years of age).   
 
WHETHER INTENTIONAL DISCRIMINATION IS PLED 
 
 Defendant also demurs to the first cause of action for violation of the Unruh Act on the 
grounds that the FAC does not state sufficient facts to support a cause of action under the 
statute because Plaintiff has not pled “intentional discrimination,” as opposed to disparate 
impact on a protected group.  “A disparate impact analysis or test does not apply to Unruh Act 
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claims.” See Harris v. Capital Growth Investors XIV (1991) 52 Cal.3d 1142, 1175; Koebke v. 
Bernardo Heights Country Club (2005) 36 Cal.4th 824, 853. 
 
 The FAC alleges that “the discrimination complained of herein was intentional from 
Defendant’s part.”  (FAC, paragraph 26)  Moreover, this is not a disparate impact case.  This 
case is clearly based on a minimum age requirement, which excluded adults ages 18 through 
20 from securing rooms at Defendant. (FAC, paragraphs 24, 25, 27) 
 
 As to the second cause of action for violation of Article 1, Section 1, Defendant’s 
demurrer is sustained without leave to amend.  The court can find no authority, and none is 
cited, that there is a constitutional right of safety in lodging in California which would ensure that 
all adults (over the age of 18) be allowed to secure lodging of their choice.    
 
 As to the third cause of action for breach of the common law duty to accommodate 
owed by innkeepers, the demurrer is overruled.  The innkeeper’s duty not to discriminate 
against its guests based on their protected characteristics is the common law equivalent of the 
Unruh Act.  Since the court has overruled the demurrer to the first cause of action for violation of 
the Unruh Act, it does the same here.  The demurrer to the fourth cause of action for negligence 
is similarly overruled.   
 
 Defendant’s request for judicial notice is ruled on as follows:  
 
 Exhibit 1:  A copy of the FAC in Asselin-Normand v. Dana Point, Inn, LLC, Orange 
County Superior Court Case No. 30-2015-00795609-CU-CR-CJC (“Dana Point”).  RJN denied.  
The FAC is not file-stamped; therefore, there is no way of knowing whether it is a court-record.  
See Evid. Code Section 452(d) 
 
 Exhibit 2:  A copy of the Orange County Superior Court’s ruling sustaining the demurrer 
to the FAC in Dana Point.  RJN denied.  The notice of tentative ruling is not file-stamped.  It has 
some marking in the right-hand corner, which is entirely illegible and does not appear to be a 
file-stamp.  Hence, there is no way of knowing whether this document is a court record. 
 
 Exhibit 3:  A copy of the Minute Order, dismissing the entire action in Dana Point.  RJN 
granted.  See Evid. Code Section 452(d)  There is no clerk’s signature on this Minute Order, but 
it is an Order on an ex parte application to dismiss the Dana Point action because Plaintiff did 
not amend his Complaint within the specified time.  Whether a clerk’s signature is needed on 
these types of orders in Orange County is not known but the Order otherwise appears to be a 
genuine court record. 
 
 Exhibit 4:  A copy of the ruling on the motion for judgment on the pleadings in Asselin-
Normand v. Valley Ho Hotels, Inc., San Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2015-00021991-CL-
CR-CTL.  RJN granted.  See Evid. Code Section 452(d) 
 
 Exhibit 5:  A copy of the proposed judgment (undoubtedly “proposed” was intended to be 
struck out) in Asselin-Normand v. RAPS Hayward, LLC, et al., San Mateo Superior Court Case 
No. 17-CIV-00084.  RJN granted.  See Evid. Code Section 452(d)  
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 Exhibit 6:  A copy of the Warner v. Tinder, Inc. (C.D. Cal. 2015) 105 F. Supp.3d 1083 
case.  RJN granted.  See Evid. Code Section 452(a) 
  
 Exhibit 7:  A copy of the “ruling” in Asselin-Normand v. Marin-Lodge, et al., Case No. CIV 
1701752.  RJN denied.  It is unclear if this document is a tentative ruling or a decision.  It also is 
not signed by a clerk or judge.  Hence, there is no way of knowing if this is a court record and 
what type of record it is.   
   
 Defendant also objects to the declaration of Plaintiff Jonathan Asselin-Normand.  
Defendant objects to the entirety of the declaration on the grounds that evidence is improper on 
demurrer.  The court is confined to the “four corners” of the FAC and any judicially noticeable 
documents.  Objection Sustained. 

 

 

 
 


